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INTRODUCTORY

g| OOD finished in a correct and artistic manner is the foundation of all

pleasing interiors/ With Johnson's Artistic Wood Finishes it is easy

for anyone to secure perfect and artistic results.

To fully explain them and their uses is the purpose of this book.

You will find all of our various products fully illustrated and
described— instructions clearly and concisely given for their use,

separately and in combination, as well as suggestions covering every

condition of wood, new or old.

If any problem arises during their use which you cannot solve

by reading the directions in this book we shall be glad to reply

immediately to any inquiry you make.

Our twenty-six years experience has made us "The Wood
Finishing Authorities," and as every one of our products bears the Johnson name all are

fully guaranteed to protect the Johnson reputation.

Johnson's Artistic Wood Finishes are for sale by leading paint jobbers and dealers.

Please insist upon your dealer supplying you with all of our preparations; the substitution

of a single article of some other make may ruin otherwise perfect results.

We have been manufacturing fine hardwood flooring on an extensive scale for over

twenty-five years. There is a best in fine flooring as in everything else.

Our flooring is the standard of leading architects and builders of this country. To
specify Johnson's flooring is to ask for the finest quality.

But after furnishing beautiful flooring we so frequently found that its beauty was marred
by the application of poorly made finishes that as a matter of self-protection, we took up
the matter of hardwood finishing.

Since that time we have spent 8150,000.00 perfecting the Johnson wood finishes.

Now we know how woods should be finished to bring out their beauty—we know how
to bring out the possibilities of every variety of hard and soft wood.

We make the wood finishes that will produce permanent and satisfactory results.

The perfection of Johnson's Artistic Wood Finishes has thus been the work of years.

You get the benefit of our experiments—of our money expenditure—of our knowledge of

what constitutes beauty in wood finish—of our knowledge of woods. These are assured

you when you buy the wood finishes made by S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.

The proper method of finishing wood is so simple that it seems strange that any extra-

ordinary effort should have been necessary to discover it.

All wood finishes prior to the perfection of our own were either prepared on the wrong
principle or w^re made of such preparations as couldnot possibly bring about the desiredresults.

S. C. Johnson & Son



JOHNSON'S PREPARED WAX
JOHNSON'S PREPARED WAX is in paste form

prepared especially for polishing all new or old

woodwork, furniture and floors. A light coat should

be applied with a cloth over any finish—it dries in ten or

fifteen minutes so it can be brought to a beautiful,

artistic, lustrous polish that will not scratch or mar,

One reason why Johnson's Prepared Wax is so much
better than other waxes is because it contains twenty per cent more of the hard, expensive

polishing wax so that it will cover one-fifth more space and will

not become soft in warm weather or in warm climates, thereby

catching dust and dirt. And it can be brought to a more beautiful

and lasting polish with less labor and kept in perfect condition

with least care.mm*
Johnson's Wax Finish will not show scratches and heel prints

and whenever any part of the finished surface becomes worn, such

as door-ways, stair-treads and passages, all that is necessary is

the rewaxing of the worn spots. The new finish so applied blends

perfectly with the old; in fact Johnson's Prepared Wax becomes perfectly

united with the wood itself.

Most people are familiar with the use of Johnson's Prepared Wax
for floors but many do not know that it can be successfully used as a

furniture polish. It may be used with perfect results upon the most

expensive furniture, including pianos. It will greatly improve the appear-

ance of any shellacked, oiled or varnished surface. Simply apply with

a cloth—wait ten or fifteen minutes and then polish with a dry cloth.



JOHNSON'S PREPARED WAX

When Johnson's Prepared Wax is used upon floors we
recommend the use of a Weighted Brush for polishing

it although a rough cloth may be used. You will find these

weighted brushes described on page 2S.

Johnson's Prepared Wax will not color wood in the slight-

est and for this reason we are now putting on the market John-

son's Prepared Wax Black for use over dyes, stains and upon

dark woods. Our regular wax may be used for this purpose

if the black wax is not obtainable, but we recommend the use

of the Black Wax because then there is no possibility of the

wax showing light if a little of it is care-

lessly left in corners, carvings or crevices. The wax may be applied

with a cloth, but for painters who prefer to use a brush we recommend
a 3-inch chisel brush.

Our wax may also be used for polishing all leather goods,

including shoes.

Johnson's Prepared Wax Black is put up in the same size pack-

ages as the regular wax, and the list price is the same.

Remember Johnson's Prepared Wax is suitable for polishing all

wood, including the finest pianos. It may be successfully applied

over any finish.

Full instructions for finishing old and new furniture, wood-

work and floors given on pages 22 to 26.

Johnson's Prepared Wax is for sale by all leading paint,

drug and hardware dealers. Please insist upon your own local

dealer supplying you.

One pound of Johnson's Prepared Wax is sufficient for 250

square feet one coat.

Johnson's Prepared Wax is listed as follows:

—

Universal Size, containing about 1 \ ounces $0 .10

Household Size, containing about 4 ounces 25

No. 1 Size, containing about 1 pound 60

No. 2 Size, containing about 2 pounds 1 ,20

No. 4 Size, containing about 4 pounds , 2 .00

No. 5 Size, containing about 5 pounds 2 .50

No. 8 Size, containing about 8 pounds 4 .00
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JOHNSON'S POWDERED WAX
A S the name implies, this wax is in powdered form. It is put up in three sizes in enamel
l\ tin cans with perforated tops. It does not cake or harden and is easily and quickly

2. JL applied. Just sprinkle the wax lightly over the floor and the feet of the dancers
will do the rest. A large size can of Johnson's Powdered Wax contains enough

for a floor 100 feet by 100 feet. Use this wax sparingly.

Free From Dust

One of the excellent features of Johnson's Powdered Wax is that it is free from dust,

which every dancer finds not only annoying but decidedly uncomfortable, unhealthful and
ruinous to clothing.

Johnson's Powdered Wax is of exactly the proper constituency—has just slip enough,
and not a bit too much. It is not necessary to cover the entire surface with this wax, but
only in spots here and there as the feet of the dancers spread the wax and polish the floor.

Where dancing floors are in good condition perfectly satisfactory results are obtained by
sweeping the floor and then applying the powdered wax, but a few minutes time being re-

quired for the largest floor.

Finishing New Ball Room Floors

Where the floor is new and has never been finished, apply a coat of Johnson's Paste

Wood Filler and then one coat of Prepared Wax (as described on previous pages)
,
polishing

well with a weighted brush. Wait a day or two and the floor is then ready

for dancing and may be easily kept in perfect condition by an occasional

application of Johnson's Powdered Wax.

Reflnishing Old Ball Room Floors

If in fair condition, reasonably satisfactory results may be obtained by
scrubbing old ball room floors with soap and water. Then allow the floor

plenty of time to dry out and apply Johnson's Powdered Wax. Do not

apply the powdered wax while the floor is damp or sticky. If the old floor

is in very bad condition, the only way to refinish it satisfactorily is to remove
the old finish with Johnson's Electric Solvo, described on page 6, and then

refinish as a new floor.



JOHNSON'S ELECTRIC SOLVO

J
" OHNSON'S Electric Solvo is in liquid form. It should be

applied liberally with an ordinary varnish brush upon all

old finish which it is desirable to remove. Allow the Solvo

to remain undisturbed until the old finish is thoroughly softened.

The time required depends entirely upon the number of coats

and character of the old finish. In ordinary cases it should not

require longer than ten or twenty minutes to soften any old

finish—paint, varnish or shellac, so that it can be easily removed

with a putty knife on flat surfaces and with Steel Wool on carv-

ings, mouldings, etc.

When using Johnson's Electric Solvo in very cold weather

it is apt to become thick in the cans. This can be easily over-

come by dipping the can into a pail of hot water.

Caution: Do not place Johnson's Electric Solvo on the

stove to soften it when it has become thick.

Johnson's Electric Solvo is manufactured under United

States Letters Patent No. 714SS0. Beware of infringers.

Johnson's Electric Solvo is for the purpose of removing

all old finish, such as shellac, varnish, paint, etc. We have

named it "Electric" on account of its quick and effective action.

Its effect upon all old finishes, paint, varnish, etc., on wood,

glass, metal, marble, in fact any material—is almost magical.

It opens up new possibilities for the housewife, enabling her

without outside assistance to renew the interior of her home,

including woodwork, furniture and floors.

Does Not Injure the Hands

Johnson's Electric Solvo is truly a remarkable preparation.

It cannot injure the hands or the finest

fabrics, and is free from any disagree-

able odor; it softens old finish quickly without injuring the wood

in the slightest.

The New Finish Always Dries

The new finish always dries when Johnson's Electric Solvo has

been used for removing the old finish. This is because our Electric

Solvo contains a very small percentage of paraffine wax; smaller

than all other varnish removers on the market. Most varnish

k!
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removers contain enough paraffine in one gallon to pre-

vent many gallons of new finish from drying properly.

Johnson's Electric Solvo is the most thorough and

effective means of removing old paint, which has

blistered or partly peeled off, from the exterior of

houses. This should be thoroughly looked after in

painting, as carelessness in removing

the old paint which has blistered, will

cause the new coat to blister and peel

in a very short time.

Removes Paint From Windows

After the outside of a house has been painted, the windows are usu-

ally bespattered. An application of Johnson's Electric Solvo will clean

them more quickly and easily than anything else you can use. It is also

fine for softening old putty in windows and for cleaning paint brushes.

One gallon of Johnson's Electric Solvo will ordinarily soften 300 square

feet of old finish.

Johnson's Electric Solvo is listed as follows;

—

Gallon cans, each . §2 .50

Half-gallon cans, each 1 .35

Quart cans, each 70

Pint cans, each 40

Half-pint cans, each 25

Full instructions for refimshing floors, woodwork
and furniture given on pages 22 to 26.
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JOHNSON'S KLEEINr FLOOR

TI
1

1,

VHIS preparation is prepared especially for keeping finished

hardwood floors in perfect condition. It makes no difference

how they are finished— in varnish, shellac, oil or wax-
Johnson's Kleen Floor should occasionally be used to keep them
in good condition. With a bottle of this Kleen Floor and
Johnson's Prepared Wax the usual bugbear of keeping hardwood
floors in condition is overcome.

o^VIeets Every" Demand

All that is necessary is to apply Johnson's Kleen Floor to

the soiled portions of the floor; it will immediately remove all

stains, decolorations, water marks, etc., etc., and put the floors

in perfect condition to receive a new coat of finish.

Do not allow your dealer to sell you anything else for cleaning
and keeping your floors in condition. One quart of Kleen Floor will keep a floor 12 x 15
in condition for a year.

For deep-seated stains that have penetrated the wood itself, pour a little Kleen Floor
on this spot and then rub with excelsior or a little curled hair, or saturate the excelsior or
curled hair with the Kleen Floor and then rub the stain.

One of the greatest advantages of Johnson's Kleen Floor is the fact that it may be used
very quickly. The furniture may be moved out of the room, the floors cleaned with John-
son's Kleen Floor and given a coat of Prepared Wax, the rugs cleaned and laid, and the
furniture put back in place within two hours.

^

Johnson's Kleen Floor is also unexcelled for cleaning finished woodwork and furniture
which has become soiled or stained. Use the same as upon floors.

The Kleen Floor which we are now putting on the market is a combi-
nation of our old Kleen Floor and Johnson's Restorer. It is put up only
in bottles with patented tops, which makes it very convenient for using.
A half-gallon of Kleen Floor is sufficient for cleaning 350 square feet.

Johnson's Kleen Floor is put up in

Half-gallons $1 25
Quarts 75
Pints

, 4q
*
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JOHNSON'S PLASTO-FILLEEb

FOR filling all cracks, nailholes, crevices, etc., in

walls and floors. It can also be successfully used
for all iron and stone work. Johnson's Plasto-

Filler is in powdered form. Mix with water and
it is ready for use. Mix but a small quantity at a time, as

it hardens in ten or fifteen minutes

and cannot be softened again. It dries rock-hard in two hours so the

work may be finished. It will never shrink, swell or crack.

Plasto-Filler should be used for filling all cracks and holes in walls

before papering, painting or tinting. It is very simple and easy to use.

Johnson's Plasto-Filler is made in two shades, light and dark.

The dark Plasto-Filler should be used wherever the

work is to be stained, dyed or painted in dark colors;

it should also be used for filling the cracks in

dark woods. If the dark filler is too light it may
be made darker by adding burnt umber.

One pound of Johnson's Plasto-Filler will go as

far as two pounds of ordinary crack filler. Plasto-Filler may be used for

supplying the missing parts of carved or ornamental work of all kinds. It

can be sawed or carved. One and two pound packages—20c per pound.

Also in bulk at 15c per pound.

Johnsons

BHFOttE

AFTER

Johnson's Crack Filler

Johnson's Crack Filler, paste form, should be used upon oak and

other hardwood floors that are to be finished natural. When using

this Crack Filler on very dryor porous wood we recommend that the cracks

be first given a light coat of linseed oil; otherwise the dry wood will

absorb all the oil in the Crack Filler before it has a chance to harden

and the result is that the filler will crumble.

Put up in No. 1 size packages containing about a pound, each.. .SO .25

Put up in No. 2 size packages containing about two pounds, each .50

Put up in No. 5 size packages containing about five pounds, each 1 .00



JOHNSON'S UNDER-LAC

JOHNSON'S Under-Lac is a superior substitute for varnish or shellac. It is liquid

in form and should be applied with an ordinary, clean varnish brush. We recom-
mend its use for that "hand-rubbed finish" where a higher gloss is desired than that

given by the Prepared Wax.

Johnson's Under-Lac can be successfully used to brighten up anything about the house.

It may be applied over shellac, varnish or any other finish. It is specially desirable for

use upon furniture where you do not care to go to the expense of removing the old finish

and still want to greatly improve its appearance. You will be surprised at the beautiful

results obtained.

In such a case, if you wish to color the furniture as well as brighten it up, mix equal

portions of Johnson's Wood Dye (any shade) with the Under-Lac and it will color and
refinish at the same time.

Johnson's Under-Lac is much easier to use than shellac or varnish.

Shellac dries so quickly that an inexperienced person cannot properly

apply it. On the other hand, varnish dries very slowly and the thick

coating it gives shows every scratch and heel mark. Johnson's

Under-Lac may be successfully used by any inexperienced person.

For a One-Coat Finish mix equal portions of Wood Dye, the

desired shade, with a coat of Under-Lac and you will have a perfect

stain and finish combined in one operation. This is the best one-

coat finish that can possibly be made.

Johnson's Under-Lac is unexcelled for linoleum, oilcloth, etc.

It is the only proper finish to use for this purpose. Take an old, dim linoleum surface

and give it a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac. It will dry perfectly in an hour so it can be

walked upon. It will make it shine as bright and clear as new, and keep on shining.

We have found from experience that a great many people prefer a higher gloss than the

Wax alone gives and for this reason we recommend the use of a coat of Johnson's Under-

Lac over our Dye or Paste Wood Filler. The Under-Lac will dry hard in less than an

hour and a coat of Wax should then be applied with a cloth and brought to a polish with a

dry cloth. For a hand-rubbed finish rub the Under-Lac lightly when hard, with curled

hair or No. Steel Wool, and then apply a coat of Prepared Wax.

10



We are able to offer this preparation

at a price within the reach of all, due to

the removal of the revenue tax on grain

alcohol. We are now able to make use

of Denatured Alcohol at a cost of 45

cents per gallon, while formerly this same

material cost $2.60 per gallon.

One gallon of Johnson's Under-Lac is sufficient for 400 square feet. It is listed as

follows:

—

Gallons $2 .50

Half-gallons 1 .35

Quarts 70

Pints 40

Half-pints 25

JOHNSON'S POLISH-ALL

A liquid preparation for polishing, brightening and keeping in condition all wood.

Pour a small quantity of Polish-All on a dry cloth and rub the wood to be polished, then

rub briskly with a dry cloth. It will remove all blemishes, spots, discolorations, etc., and

make the wood look like new.

Johnson's Polish-All is unexcelled for use on fine furniture, including pianos.

11



JOHNSON'S PASTE WOOD FILLER^

J
OHNSON'S Paste Wood Fiiler is for the express
purpose of filling the grain and pores of all wood.
It is made of the best and most expensive needle-
like silex crystals, linseed oil and the best Japan Dryer

—thus Johnson's Paste Wood Filler penetrates, and the

M m crystal fit themselves perfectly in the grain of the wood
•-•^^^L ^--^__ anc* *10ld fast to it.

j^^R Do not confuse Johnson's Paste Wood Filler with
?w ™\\W ; otlier nllers on tlie market which are made of corn starch,

whiting, talc, plaster of Paris and other cheap materials,

which, when they dry, become loose and leave the wood
worse than before.

Johnson's Paste Wood Filler is put up in tin cans
ready for use. It is made in five shades, as follows:

Natural No. 10. Golden Oak No. 2(3. Dark Oak No. 30.

Antwerp Oak No. 40. Green Antwerp No. 50.

As the name implies, this preparation is in paste form and must be thinned to the

consistency of flowing varnish by adding benzine or turpentine.

Never use a liquid wood filler. These so-called fillers are nothing but a cheap grade
of varnish which put a coating over the wood that will show every scratch and heel-mark;

they do not penetrate the wood at all, neither do they fill its grain and pores. In our
opinion the poorest grade of Paste Wood Filler on the market is superior to the best liquid

filler that can be made.
When wood is to be finished natural or in shades of golden oak, dark oak, or Antwerp

oak we recommend the use of a coat of Johnson's Paste Wood Filler, the desired shade,

followed by two coats of Johnson's Prepared Wax. If a higher gloss is desired than a waxed
finish, apply a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac over the filler and then one coat of the Pre-

pared Wax. Johnson's Paste Wood Filler should be used over Johnson's Wood Dye
where a filled-grain effect is desired. For such finish always apply the dye first upon the

bare wood, then the Paste Wood Filler and then the finish, either two coats of Johnson's
Prepared Wax Black or a coat of Under-Lac and a coat of Wax. Over the brown and
mahogany shades of Dye use the Dark Filler No. 30 ; over green shades of Dye, Green Antwerp
No. 50; etc.

Johnson's Paste Wood Filler a Great Saver of Finish

A better polish may be obtained with one coat of Johnson's Pre-

pared Wax over Paste Wood Filler than with two coats of wax upon the

bare wood. This is also true when varnish is used; one coat of varnish

over Paste Wood Filler will give better results than two coats of

varnish over liquid filler or upon the bare wood.
One pound of Paste WT

ood Filler is ordinarily sufficient for filling

the grain of forty square feet. It is listed as follows:
No. 1 size Paste Wood Filler containing about 1 pound, each. SO. 18
No. 2 size Paste Wood Filler containing about 2 pounds, each 36
No. 5 size Paste Wood Filler containing about 5 pounds, each 75
No. 10 size Paste WT

ood Filler containing about 10 pounds, each 1 .50
No. 25 size Paste Wood Filler containing about 25 pounds, each 3.00

12



JOHNSON'S PASTE WOOD FILLER^

QUARTERED WHITE OAK

No. 40 Antwerp Filler No. 20 Cold en Oak Filler

BIRCH

No. 50 Green Antwerp No. 40 Antwerp Filler

MAPLE

1

No. 50 Green Antwerp No. 1U Natural Filler

SOUTHERN PINE

-A
PLAIN OAK

No. 30 Dark Filler No. 40 Antwerp Filler

CYPRESS

No. 40 Antwerp Filler No. 50 Green Antwerp

SOUTHERN PINE

No. 10 Natural Filler No. 40 Antwerp Filler

PLAIN OAK

No. 50 Green Antwerp No. 10 Natural Filler

CYPRESS

No 10 Natural Filler Not Fill©

QUARTERED OAK

No. 20 Golden Oak Filler No. 30 Dark Filler No. 50 Green Antwerp Filler No. 20 Golden Oak Filler

13



JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE

JOHNSON'S Wood Dye is put up in wide-mouth glass jars with a patent top. It is

not a mere stain— it is a deep-seated dye, penetrating the pores of the wood and
bringing out the beauty of its grain. It dries quickly and does not smudge or rub off.

"

Do not confuse Johnson's Wood Dye with varnish stains or any other stains on the
market; these preparations usually give a coating to the wood, hiding its natural beauty.

Johnson's Wood Dye gives an unequalled richness of tone
and permanency and a perfectly even color which will not hide
the grain of the wood.

Any inexperienced person can easily apply Johnson's
Wood Dye as it will not show laps like varnish stains.

Johnson's Wood Dyes is put up in half-gallons, quarts,
pints and half-pints in the following shades:

—

No. W6—Light Oak
No. 123—Dark Oak
No. 125—Mission. Oak
No. UO—Manila Oak
No. 110—Bog Oak
No. 128—Light Mahogany
No. 129—Dark Mahogany

No. 130—Weathered Oak
No. 131—Brown Weathered Oak\}
No. 132~Green Weathered Oak
No. 121—Moss Green
No. 122—Forest Green
No. 172—Flemish Oak
No. 178—Brown Flemish Oak

Any other shade may be easily produced, as all shades of

Johnson's Wood Dye may be lightened by adding alcohol and
darkened by adding No. 172 Flemish Oak Dye. Two or three shades- may also be mixed
together.

On very porous wood, if for any reason the dye dries too quickly, the drying may be
retarded by adding a small quantity of turpentine.

For Manual Training Work
Our wood dyes are unexcelled as it requires no experience to use them; they may be

used successfully by pupils in all grades.

To Secure the Correct Shade

Before applying the dye to the wood to be finished try it upon a
small piece of the same wood you wish to finish to see if it" is just the
shade you desire for your idea of Mission Oak or any other shade
may be entirely different from the regular standard shades. If you
find that the shade given by the dye is too dark add alcohol until it is

just the shade you desire; if it is not dark enough add No. 172 Flemish
Oak Dye which is jet black. All combinations of color may be ob-
tained by mixing two or more regular shades of dye together.

Furniture manufacturers are constantly putting out shades under
new names, but they are usually one of our standard shades slightly

changed. For instance Early English is a new shade very similar to

our Brown Flemish No. 178; Fumed Oak is almost- the same as our

(Continued on page IS)
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JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE

PINE

No. 172 Flemish Oak No. 122 Forest Green

WALNUT

No. 129 Dark Mahogany No. 140 Manila Oak

QUARTERED OAK

No. 131 Brown Weathered No. 110 Bog Oak

CHESTNUT

No. 130 Weathered Oak No. 178 Brown Flemish

SOUTHERN PINE

No. 122 Forest Green No. 128 Light Mahogany

CHESTNUT

No. 125 Mission Oak No. 132 Green Weathered

MAPLE

No. 123 Dark Oak No. 129 Dark Mahogany

QUARTERED OAK

No. 178 Brown Flemish No. 121 Moss Green

BIRCH

No. 121 Moss Green No. 125 Mission Oak No. 132 Green Weathered No. 131 Brown Weathered

15



JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE

BIRCH WASHINGTON FIR (straight- sawed)

No. 121 Moss Green No. 129 Dark Mahogany

SOUTHERN PINE

S^SSIS e^^*^— ^T^H^lii*^—

No. 178 Brown Flemish No. 123 Dark Oak

BIRCH

No. 128 Light Mahogany No. 126 Light Oak

WASHINGTON FIR (quarter-sawed)

No. 125 Mission Oak No. 126 Light Oak

PLAIN OAK

>>r ,l.,,-r,j-i-T ,

No. 131 Brown Weathered No. 133 Weathered Oak

CYPRESS

No. 122 Forest Green No. 129 Dark Mahogany

SOUTHERN PINE

No. 140 Manila Oak No. 110 Bog Oak

QUARTERED OAK

No. 126 Light Oak No. 123 Dark Oak

CYPRESS

No. 130 Weathered Oak No. 132 Green Weathered No. 140 Manila Oak No. 178 Brown Flemish

16



JOHNSON'S WOOD DYE

QUARTERED OAK PLAIN OAK

No. 122 Forest Green No. 140 Manila Oak

CHESTNUT

No. 131 Brown Weathered No. 113 Bog Oak

SOUTHERN PINE

No. 130 Weathered Oak No. 129 Dark Mahogany

PLAIN OAK

No. 121 Moss Green No. 131 Brown Weathered

STR. WASHINGTON FIR

No. 125 Mission Oak No. 110 Bog Oak

BIRCH

No. 123 Dark Oak No. 178 Brown Flemish

PINE

No. 132 Green Weathered No. 126 Light Oak

QUARTERED OAK

No. 172 Flemish Oak No. 125 Mission Oak

MAPLE

No. 123 Dark Oak No. 132 Green Weathered No 140 Manila Oak No. 110 Bog Oak

17



FINISHING NEW WOODS

1—Applying the Paste Wood
Filler.

2—Removing the Surplus

Filler.

3—Applying the Wax.

4—Applying Johnson's
Wood Dye.

5—Applying Johnson's

Prepared Wax.

6—Polishing the Wax with

a Polishing Mitt.

7—Applying Johnson's Wood Dye.

8—Applying the Wax.

9—Polishing the Wax with a
Polishing Mitt.

20



JOHNSON'S FLOOR FINISH NO.

FOR all floors that must be scrubbed with soap and

water, such as kitchen, pantry, bath-room, store,

office and school-room floors a finish must be

applied which will be partly absorbed by the wood itself

so that it will be properly protected. If a finish is used

that remains upon the surface only it will soon become

worn and scrubbed-off, leaving the wood bare and unprotected.

Such floors as these usually require very severe treatment as they are scrubbed

with strong soap, alkalies, washing compounds, etc. Frequent scrubbing of wood makes

it dark with a velvety surface which collects dust

For these floors we manufacture Johnson's Floor Finish

No. 1. This preparation is more of a floor dressing than a

floor polish; it preserves the wood and prevents suds from

darkening and softening the fibre. It also prevents dirt and

grease from being absorbed by the wood.

Johnson's Floor Finish No. 1 may be applied with a

cloth or an ordinary varnish brush.

Caution.—Do not apply Johnson's

Floor Finish No. 1 over a heavy coating

of liquid filler, varnish, oil or shellac,

for such floors cannot be properly

finished without removing the old coating.

One gallon of Johnson's Floor Finish No. 1 is sufficient for 600

square feet.

Johnson's Floor Finish No. 1, gallons 82 .00

Johnson's Floor Finish No. 1, quarts .60
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REFINISHING FLOORS

Hardwood Floors in Fair Condition

Fill any cracks there may be with Johnson's Crack Filler. Then clean the soiled por-
tions of the floors with Johnson's Kleen Floor, rubbing dry with a dry cloth. (See page S).
Wait ten minutes or fifteen minutes and then apply a coat of Prepared Wax with a cloth
and bring to a polish with a weighted brush.

Hardwood Floors in Bad Condition

First remove all of the old finish with Johnson's Electric Solvo (described on pages 6-7).
Then if you wish to refinish natural or in shades of golden oak, dark oak or Antwerp oak,
apply a coat of Johnson's Paste Wood Filler, the desired shade, and then two coats of Pre-
pared Wax. For all other shades apply a coat of Johnson's Wood Dye, the desired shade,
and then two coats of Black Prepared Wax. For a high glossed finish applv a coat of

Johnson's Under-Lac over the dye or filler and then one coat of the Prepared Wax.

Softwood Floors in Fair Condition

Clean the floor thoroughly with Johnson's Kleen-Floor and then fill the cracks with
Johnson's Crack Filler. When this is dry, apply two coats of Johnson's Prepared W ax
with a cloth, bringing each coat to a polish with a Weighted Brush. For a high gloss
finish apply a coat of Under-Lac and one coat of Prepared Wax.

Old Softwood Floors That Have Never Been Finished

Fill the Cracks with Johnson's Plasto-Filler, which is better than Crack Filler for this

purpose. Then apply a coat of Johnson's Wood Dye, the desired shade, over this apply
a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac followed by one coat of Prepared Wax.

Old Softwood Floors in Poor Condition

First remove all the old finish with Johnson's Electric Solvo. (See illustration 1).

When the old finish is thoroughly removed, fill the cracks with Johnson's Plasto-Filler.

Then apply a coat of any good floor paint, a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac and a coat of
Johnson's Prepared Wax.

Full instructions for finishing and refmishing kitchen, pantry, bathroom floors are given
on page 21.

Linoleums, Oilcloth, Etc.

Clean thoroughly with soap and water and then allow them plenty of time to dry out.
When perfectly dry apply a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac. It will dry within an hour-and-
a-half so the floor may be used.
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REFINISHING FLOORS

Old Kitchen Floors in Bad Condition

Remove any old finish there may be on the floor with Johnson's Electric Solvo, which

will leave the wood bare and clean. When dry apply a coat of Johnson's Floor Finish No. 1.

The above instructions for kitchen floors apply also to pantry, bathroom, store, office,

school-room and all other floors which receive hard treatment and must be frequently

scrubbed with soap and water.

Old, Rough, Uneven Softwood Floors

Fill the cracks with Johnson's Plasto-Filler. When this has hardened apply a coat of

any good floor paint and over this one coat of Johnson's Under-Lac.

Porch Floors

Fill the cracks with Johnson's Plasto-Filler and then paint them with any good paint.

For refinishing a pine floor 15x18, the following material will be required:

1 Gallon Johnson's Electric Solvo $2 .50

1 Xo. 5 size Crack Filler 1 .00

J Gallon Johnson's Wood Dye, desired shade , 1 .50

h Gallon Under-Lac 1 .35

1 No. 2 size Prepared \\'ax
"

. . 1 .20

87.55

For refinishing a hardwood floor 15x18 you will require:

1 Gallon Johnson's Electric Solvo. $2 .50

1 No. 5 size Paste Wood Filler 75

1 No. 2 size Prepared Wax 1 .20

S4.45

Tools Required

One 2-inch to 4-inch ordinary varnish brush for applying Solvo, Paste Wood Filler

Floor Finish No. 1, Under-Lac, etc.

One putty knife for removing the old finish and applying the Crack Filler.

Steel Shavings for removing old finish from carvings, mouldings, etc.

Excelsior for removing the Filler.

One 2-inch Camelshair or Fitch brush for applying the Dye.

A weighted brush for polishing the wax on floors.
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5 3^
REFINISHING FURNITURE AND WOODWORK

Old Furniture and Woodwork in Fair Condition

Clean with Johnson's Kleen Floor, being careful to wipe perfectly dry with a dry

cloth. Then apply a coat of Johnson's Prepared Wax with a cloth and bring to a polish

with a dry cloth.

Keeping Furniture and Woodwork in Good Condition

Simply apply a coat of Johnson's Prepared Wax with a cloth and polish with a dry

cloth.

Old Hardwood Furniture and Woodwork in Bad Condition

Remove all of the old finish with Johnson's Electric Solvo; you will find Steel

Wool of great assistance in removing the finish from carvings, mouldings, etc. Be very

careful that the old finish is entirely removed. Then fill any cracks there may be with John-

son's Crack Filler, then apply a coat of Johnson's Wood Dye, any shade, followed by two
coats of Black Prepared Wax. For a high glossed finish apply a coat of Johnson's Under-

Lac over the dye and then one coat of wax.

Soft Woodwork in Bad Condition

Remove the old finish entirely with Johnson's Electric Solvo. (See pages 6 to 7).

Then fill the cracks with Johnson's Plasto-Filler, and when this is hard apply a coat of John-

son's Wood Dye, the desired shade, a coat of Under-Lac and one coat of Prepared Wax.

Woodwork and Furniture Which is Worn

Refinishing woodwork and furniture which is worn and perhaps bare in spots

where you do not care to go to the trouble or expense of removing the old finish.

Simply apply a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac. If you wish to change the color, mix
equal portions of Johnson's Wood Dye, any shade, with the Under-Lac and you can suc-

cessfully color and refinish in one operation.

Old Kitchen Floors in Fair Condition

Clean thoroughly with Johnson's Kleen Floor, rubbing the deep-seated stains with

excelsior or a little curled hair saturated with Kleen Floor. Wipe the floor as dry as

possible with a cloth, and when dry apply a coat of Johnson's Floor Finish No. 1.
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FINISHING NEW FLOORS
Hardwood floors. For a natural finish apply a

coat of Johnson's Paste Wood Filler No. 10 followed

by two coats of Johnson's Prepared Wax. For a high
glossed finish apply a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac
over the filler and then one coat of Prepared Wax.

For golden oak, dark oak or Antwerp oak effects apply one of our colored

Paste Wood Fillers and then two coats of Prepared Wax, or for a high glossed finish,

a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac and one coat of Prepared Wax.

For all other shades apply a coat of Johnson's Wood Dye, the desired shade and

then two coats of Prepared Wax Black. For a high glossed finish apply one coat of

Johnson's Under-Lac over the Dye, followed by one coat of Johnson's Prepared Wax.

For a filled grain effect where Dye is used, apply Johnson's Paste Wood Filler over

the Dye and then the finish. Over the brown and mahogany shades of Dye use the Dark

Filler No. 30; over green shades of Dye, Green Antwerp No. 50; etc.

Softwood Floors. For natural finish apply a coat of Johnson's Natural Paste

Wood Filler No. 10 followed by one coat of Under-Lac and one coat of Johnson's Prepared

Wax.
For colored effects use Johnson's Wood Dye, the desired shade, then a coat of

Johnson's Under-Lac and then a coat of Prepared Wax.

Kitchen, Pantry and Bathroom Floors

Apply a coat of Johnson's Paste Wood Filler, the desired shade, followed by a coat

of Johnson's Floor Finish No. 1. Apply subsequent coats of Floor Finish No. 1 as required.

These directions also apply to store, office, school room and other floors which receive

hard treatment and must be frequently scrubbed with soap and water.

Exposed Surfaces

Such as Window Sills, Outside Doors, Etc. Apply

Wood Filler, the desired shade, then one coat of Under-Lac.

apply a coat of any good exterior or spar varnish.

a coat of Johnson's Paste

When this has hardened,
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FINISHING

FINISHING NEW WOODWORK AND FURNITURE
New hard woodwork. For a natural finish apply a coat of Johnson's Paste

Wood Filler No. 10 and then two coats of Prepared Wax. For a higher gloss than the waxed
finish, apply a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac over the Dye and then a coat of Prepared Wax.

For golden oak, dark oak or Antwerp oak effects apply one of our col-

ored Paste \\ ood Fillers and then two coats of Prepared Wax, or one coat of Under-Lac
and one coat of Wax if a high gloss is desired.

New soft woodwork. For a natural finish apply a coat of Johnson's Under-
Lac and then one coat of Prepared Wax.

1
For colored effects apply a coat of Johnson's Wood Dye, the desired shade,

followed by a coat of Under-Lac and one coat of Prepared Wax.

New Furniture. For a natural finish apply a coat of Johnson's Natural Paste
Wood Filler No. 10 and then two coats of Prepared Wax. For a high glossed finish

apply a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac over the Filler and then one coat of Wax.

For golden oak, dark oak or Antwerp oak effects apply one of our colored

Paste Wood Fillers and then two coats of Prepared Wax Black, or for a high glossed
finish apply a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac over the Filler and then one coat of Wax.

For all other shades apply a coat of Johnson's Wood Dye, the desired shade, and
then two coats of Prepared Wax Black, or for a high glossed finish apply a coat of

Johnson's Under-Lac over the Dye and then one coat of Wax.

In any of the above instances where Under-Lac and Wax are used, if a hand-rubbed
finish is desired, rub the Under-Lac lightly with curled hair or No. Steel Wool when hard
and then apply the wax.

All surfaces should be made as smooth as possible before the finish is applied for the

smoother the surface the better the effect obtained.
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POINTS TO REMEMBER
That Johnson's Prepared Wax should be used upon

all furniture, including pianos, as well as upon woodwork
and floors.

That Johnson's Prepared Wax is the only preparation that can be successfully used

upon mission woodwork or furniture. .

That Johnson's Kleen Floor should occasionally be used upon all polished floors, no

matter how they are finished, to keep them in perfect condition.

That with Johnson's Y\ ood Dye all hard or soft wood may be given any desired color.

That for a higher gloss than the wax gives Johnson's Under-Lac should be used.

That wood may be changed in color and finished in one operation by mixing equal

portions of Johnson's Wood Dye, the desired shade, and' Johnson's Under-Lac.

That Johnson's Plasu>Filler should be used to fill all crevices, cracks, nailholes, etc.,

in both, walls and floors.

That one pound of Johnson's Plasto-Filler is equal to two pounds of ordinary filler.

That Johnson's Under-Lac is especially adapted for use on linoleums, oilcloth, etc.

That all shades of Johnson's Wood Dye may be lightened by adding alcohol and dark-

ened by adding No. 172 Flemish Oak Dye.

That all shades of dye will show darker when used upon soft woods than when used

upon hardwood, because the soft woods absorb more of the dye.

That Johnson's Prepared Wax will not show scratches and heel-prints and that it never

becomes sticky or tacky.

That Johnson's Wood Dye should always be tried upon a small piece of the same kind

of wood as that to be finished to see if it is just the shade desired.

Insist upon your dealer supplying you with JOHNSON'S WOOD FINISHES. Do
not accept a substitute.
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ACCESSORIES

Johnson's Weighted Brush for Polishing Hardwood Floors

Use like a carpet sweeper, pushing backward and forward

over the floor. It has a long handle with a weight and

brush attached. The brush is surrounded with rubber guards so

as to protect base-boards and furniture from injury. Johnson's

Weighted Brushes are made in two sizes, 25-pound and 15-pound.

We recommend the 25-pound size for general use; the 15-pound

size if you have but a small floor to polish.

Price, 15-pound size, each .§2 .50

Price, 25-pound size, each 3 .00

Johnson's Polishing Mitt

For polishing furniture and woodwork and

for touching up spots on floors. This mitt is

made of sheep-skin with the wool on; may be

conveniently slipped on the hand making it easy

to polish all surfaces. It is much more convenient

to use than a cloth and will last for years. When

dirty, clean with benzine or gasoline.

Price, each §0 .35

Johnson's Furniture Rests

Johnson's Furniture Rests are made of hardwood

with felt on the bottom and should be placed under

all chairs, stands, dressers and heavy pieces of furniture to prevent

them from marring polished floors. These furniture rests are finished

natural. We make three sizes—large size 2\ inches diameter of bottom

suitable for very heavy dressers, dining room tables, etc. The medium

size is If inches in diameter, suitable for medium sized pieces of furni-

ture such as radiators, davenports, tables, Morris chairs, etc. The

small size is 1J inches in diameter, suitable for all small pieces of furni-

ture such as bureaus, music cabinets, etc
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HOW TO KEEP FURNITURE,
WOODWORK AND FLOORS
IN PERFECT CONDITION

Furniture and 'Woodwork

You can easily keep furniture and woodwork in

good condition by occasionally applying a coat of

Johnson's Prepared Wax with a cloth and bringing to a polish with a dry cloth or polishing mitt.

When furniture or woodwork has become stained the spots, stains or discolorations may be easily

removed by applying Johnson's Kleen Floor with a cloth and rubbing dry with a dry cloth, then apply
a coat of Johnson's Prepared Wax.

Dull and dim furniture and woodwork may be vastly improved in appearance by simply applying
a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac right over the present finish—whether it be varnish, shellac, wax or any
other preparation. The Under-Lac will dry hard in less than an hour.

Floors

All finished floors may be easily kept in perfect condition by occasionally cleaning the soiled portions

with Johnson's Kleen Floor. This should be applied with a cloth and rubbed dry with a cloth. For
deep-seated stains it may be necessary to rub the Kleen Floor with curled hair or excelsior. When the

floor has dried, give it a coat of Johnson's Prepared Wax, bringing the wax
to a polish with a weighted brush.

Worn spots, such as thresholds and stair treads, may be easily

refinished without going over the entire surface, by cleaning with John-
son's Kleen Floor and then applying a coat of Johnson's Prepared Wax.

If your floors have become dim and dull and you prefer a higher

gloss than the wax gives, apply a coat of Johnson's Under-Lac right

over the present finish. It will dry hard so the floors may be walked
upon in an hour. If a coat of wax is applied over the Under-Lac it

gives a perfect finish.

All Johnson's Preparations are for sale by leading paint, drug and
hardware dealers. If your local dealers will not procure our goods for

you, we will be glad to supply you direct, prepaying the freight to all

points in the United States east of the Mississippi River, on all orders

amounting to S3.00 or more.
Prices on pages 30 and 31.
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QUANTITIES AND PRICES

Quantities

Johnson's Prepared Wax—1 pound covers 250 square feet.

Johnson's Powdered Wax—Large size can covers 10,000 square feet.

Johnson's Wood Dye

—

h gallon covers 350 square feet upon hardwood and 200 square feet on soft wood.
Johnson's Under-Lac—1 gallon covers 400 square feet.

Johnson's Kleen Floor

—

h gallon cleans 350 square feet.

Johnson's Electric Solvo—1 gallon softens 300 square feet of old finish.

Johnson's Plasto-Filler—1 pound covers 60 square feet.

Johnson's Crack Filler—1 pound ordinarily covers 30 square feet.

Johnson's Paste Wood Filler— 1 pound fills 40 square feet.

Johnson's Floor Finish No. 1—1 gallon covers 600 square feet.

Prices
Prepared Wax

Universal size, each SO . 10
Household size, each 25
No. 1 size Prepared Wax, containing about 1 lb., each . .60
No. 2 size Prepared Wax, containing about 2 lbs., each 1 .20
No. 4 size Prepared Wax, containing about 4 lbs., each. . 2.00
No. 5 size Prepared Wax, containing about 5 lbs., each 2.50
No. 8 size Prepared Wax, containing about 8 lbs., each 4.00

Prepared Wax
(Black) price as above

Powdered Wax
Large cans, each 50
Medium size cans, each .30

Small cans, each 20

Wood Dyes—All Shades
^-Gallons, each 1 . 50
Quarts, each 85
Pints, each 50
^-Pints, each 30

Under-Lac
Gallons, each 2 . 50
^-Gallons, each

, 1 . 35
Quarts, each 70

Pints, each 40
i-Pints, each 25

Kleen Floor
1-Gaflons, each 1 . 25
Quarts, each 75
Pints, each. .40

Electric Solvo
Gallon cans, each 2 . 50
h gallon cans, each 1 . 35
Quart cans, each 70
Pint cans, each 40
J-pint cans, each 25
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QUANTITIES AND PRICES

Prices
Polish-All

8-ounce bottles, each $ 25
4-ounce bottles, each 15

Plasto-Filler

One-pound packages, each
_ 20

Two-pound packages, each.
. .

'

'

'

^q
Bulk, 15 cents per pound.

Crack Filler

No. 1 size Crack Filler, containing about 1 lb., each. 25
No. 2 size Crack Filler, containing about 2 lbs., each 50
No. 5 size Crack Filler, containing about 5 lbs., each 1 " 00

Paste Wood Filler

No. 1 size Paste Wood Filler, containing about 1 lb., each. 1 g
No. 2 size Paste Wood Filler, containing about 2 lbs., each 36
No. 5 size Paste Wood Filler, containing about 5 lbs., each 75
No. 10 size Paste Wood Filler, containing about 10 lbs., each

1 50
No. 25 size Paste Wood Filler, containing about 25 lbs., each 3 qq

Floor Finish No. 1

Gallon cans, each o 00
Quart cans, each . . CO

Furniture Rests

Large size, 2J-inch diameter, per dozen.
1 , 25

Medium size, lf-inch diameter, per dozen
] no

Small size, H-huh diameter, per dozen »I0

Polishing Mitts

Each 35

Steel Shavings

Fine, per pound .50

Steel Wool Nos. 2 and 3

Per pound GO

Steel Wool
No. 1 ,

per pound 70
No. 0, per pound 75

Weighted Brushes

15-pound size, each 2 . 50
25-pound size, each 3 . 00
15-pound size, brushes only, each 90
25-pound size, brushes only, each 1.10
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